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Abstract

Table 1: Example of dialogue lines by the teacher and male
student in our STUDIES corpus. The teacher empathizes the
student who got a good score on a test.

We present STUDIES, a new speech corpus for developing a
voice agent that can speak in a friendly manner. Humans naturally control their speech prosody to empathize with each other.
By incorporating this “empathetic dialogue” behavior into a
spoken dialogue system, we can develop a voice agent that can
respond to a user more naturally. We designed the STUDIES
corpus to include a speaker who speaks with empathy for the
interlocutor’s emotion explicitly. We describe our methodology
to construct an empathetic dialogue speech corpus and report
the analysis results of the STUDIES corpus. We conducted a
text-to-speech experiment to initially investigate how we can
develop more natural voice agent that can tune its speaking
style corresponding to the interlocutor’s emotion. The results
show that the use of interlocutor’s emotion label and conversational context embedding can produce speech with the same
degree of naturalness as that synthesized by using the agent’s
emotion label. Our project page of the STUDIES corpus is
http://sython.org/Corpus/STUDIES.
Index Terms: speech corpus, spoken dialogue, empathy,
crowdsourcing, voice agent

Speaker
Male
student
Teacher

Text
先生、こんにちは！
c.f.) Hello, teacher!

Neutral

あら、その顔。テスト良かっ
たのかな？
c.f.) Oh, did you get a good score on
your test?

Male
student

Happy

当ったりー！苦手な数学と化
学、点数アップしました！
c.f.) Bingo! I improved my scores in
math and chemistry, my two weakest
subject areas!

Teacher

Happy

おめでとう！良かったね！
c.f.) Congratulations! Good for you!

To advance empathetic dialogue speech synthesis research,
we present STUDIES1 , a new open-source empathetic dialogue
speech corpus for developing more friendly TTS technologies.
Our STUDIES corpus contains simulated chat-dialogue uttered
by three actors who act as a female teacher and her male/female
students at a tutoring school. With a view to develop applications for more empathetic chat-oriented spoken dialogue systems [13], we designed this corpus to include empathetic speech
acted out by the teacher attempting to motivate her students to
learn and improve their enjoyment of school life, as shown in
Table 1. We describe our methodology to construct an empathetic dialogue speech corpus and present the analysis results of
empathetic speech in the STUDIES corpus. We also conducted
a TTS experiment using the STUDIES corpus and investigated
what kind of information is effective for improving the quality
of speech synthesized by empathetic dialogue speech synthesis.
The contributions of this study are as follows:

1. Introduction
Text-to-speech (TTS) [1] is a technology for synthesizing
speech from input text by using a computer, which is crucial for
developing a natural voice agent that can communicate with humans. Studies on deep-learning-based TTS technologies (i.e.,
neural TTS) have enabled natural speech synthesis from various speakers [2, 3]. Therefore, the trend in neural TTS research
is shifting toward technologies that can synthesize human-like
speech with rich expressions, such as end-to-end expressive
TTS modeling [4, 5, 6]. However, current TTS technologies
have not yet reached the level where they can reproduce a natural communication behavior in human-to-human dialogue.
Our focus in this paper for developing more natural voice
agents is empathy, which is an important factor to improve
emotion perception in intimate communication, e.g., doctor–
patient [7] and teacher–student [8]. Empathy is a concept similar to but different from sympathy [9]. Namely, the former is
an active attempt to get inside the interlocutor, while the latter,
in most cases, is passive communication where a speaker’s feelings are shared or identified with the interlocutor. Empathetic
language resources and language generation have been studied
to implement this active behavior in computers and to develop
more empathetic chatbots [10, 11]. However, although speech
corpora of empathetic dialogue have yet to be constructed, linguistic content and prosody of speech can be used as a means
of empathy [12]. If one develops empathetic dialogue speech
synthesis technology that empathizes with the interlocutor and
appropriately controls the prosody of the synthesized voice, it
will be possible to develop more friendly voice agents.
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Emotion
Happy

• We construct a new corpus that includes multiple professional speakers for developing more friendly neural TTS systems. Our corpus is open-sourced for research purposes only
from our project page2 .
• We discuss the novel and meaningful points of the STUDIES
corpus on the basis of a comparison with existing corpora.
• We present the results of a TTS experiment and demonstrate
that interlocutor’s emotion labels and conversational context
embedding enable synthesizing speech with the same degree
of naturalness as that synthesized by using speaker’s emotion
label.
1 It is an abbreviation of “Stuff To Understand Dialogue Including
Empathetic Speech.”
2 http://sython.org/Corpus/STUDIES
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2. Corpus Construction Methodology for
Empathetic Spoken Dialogue

Table 2: Number of utterances per each subset
Speaker
Teacher
Male student
Female student

We describe a crowdsourcing-based methodology for constructing an empathetic spoken dialogue corpus.
2.1. Dialogue scenario
Common issues [14] of chat-oriented dialogue with a specific
persona include 1) inconsistent personality [15] and 2) lack of
long-term memory [16] (i.e., chat history).
For the first issue, we specified the persona of the female
teacher (i.e., voice agent of the dialogue system) before collecting chat lines. Her persona was “a female in her early twenties,
Tokyo dialect speaker, cheerful and friendly personality, gentle
tone of voice, and willing to lead the conversation to some extent,” which was consistent throughout all dialogue lines. We
did not specify any persona of the students and let the crowdworkers come up with them3 because we assume that various
users will interact with the actual voice agent. We also prepared
several settings of chat situations where students can easily express their emotions (e.g., “The teacher praises her student who
recorded a good score on the test.”) and students’ initial emotions. This procedure was similar to the situation-grounded dialogue collection for the empathetic text-chat corpus [10].
For the second issue, we prepared two types of dialogues:
long (10–20 turns) and short (4 turns). The former is a difficult
task for both crowdworkers who make the lines and a speech
synthesizer that synthesizes from the lines considering longterm history. The latter is suitable for a simplified evaluation
of empathetic dialogue systems. In addition, the lines can be
made easily by crowdworkers than those of long dialogues.
Our methodology is much inspired by the EmpatheticDialogues dataset [10], i.e., a crowdsourced large-scale text-chat
corpus containing conversations under a given situation description and fine-grained emotion label for each conversation. One
major difference between ours and the conventional one is that
we asked the crowdworkers to make utterance-wise emotion labels in addition to situation-wise ones. This is because humans
can appropriately control speech prosody in accordance with the
interlocutor’s current emotion per utterance, even if the specific
situation is given.

Long
1,201
609
621

Short
1,440
720
720

ITA
724
N/A
N/A

Total (hours)
3,365 (5.0)
1,329 (1.5)
1,341 (1.7)

Table 3: Number of utterances per each emotion
Speaker
Teacher
Male student
Female student

Neutral
2,220
351
300

Happy
715
381
417

Sad
312
329
340

Angry
118
268
284

crowdworker made a number of dialogue lines that satisfied the
presented condition. We did not specify the students’ persona
nor which character would speak first.
2.2.2. Microtask crowdsourcing for short-dialogue lines
For collecting short-dialogue lines, we adopted microtask
crowdsourcing, where any crowdworkers regardless of their
skills and experiences can participate in the microtask (typically
done in a few minutes) without approval by the client [17]. We
presented the crowdworkers with conditions similar to those in
the long-dialogue case, but excluded the students’ initial emotions to make the task simple. Since this type of crowdsourcing
suffers from quality assurance [18], we manually revised the
lines to remove sentences including typos or offensive expressions.
2.3. Voice recording
We employed three professional speakers (one man and two
women) and recorded simulated chat dialogues between the
teacher and male/female students in a recording studio on the
basis of the collected dialogue lines. This recording process
was conducted on separate days for each speaker as a countermeasure against the COVID-19 pandemic. The sampling rate
was 48 kHz.
As later discussed in Section 3.2, the dialogue lines collected through our crowdsourcing were highly imbalanced regarding the number of utterances per emotion label. To deal
with this issue, we additionally recorded the phoneme-balanced
emotional speech of the actor who performed as the teacher for
robust training of our speech synthesizer. Specifically, we asked
the actor to read phonetically balanced sentences in the ITA corpus [19] given emotion labels.

2.2. Crowdsourcing chat dialogue lines
We crowdsourced lines of chat dialogue between the teacher
and male/female students. We adopted macrotask and microtask crowdsourcing methods [17].

3. Corpus Analysis and Discussion

2.2.1. Macrotask crowdsourcing for long-dialogue lines
Since making the long-dialogue lines requires a significant
level of skill and deep understanding of scenarios, we adopted
macrotask crowdsourcing, where crowdworkers are employed
by clients on the basis of their skills and experiences [17]. We
presented the employed crowdworkers with 1) the dialogue scenario (teacher-student empathetic dialogue in a tutoring school),
2) the teacher’s persona (described in Section 2.1), 3) dialogue
duration (10–20 turns), 4) interlocutor (half of the lines for the
teacher and a male student, and the remainder for the teacher
and a female student), and 5) the students’ initial emotions.
The emotions included neutral, happy, sad, and angry, which
were assigned to each crowdworker in a balanced manner. Each

3.1. Crowdsourcing setting and results
We used Lancers4 as the crowdsourcing platform for collecting dialogue lines. The overall period of the crowdsourcing
ran from June to July 2021. For the macrotask crowdsourcing
to collect the long-dialogue lines, we employed 15 individual
crowdworkers with writing experience. We asked each of the
crowdworkers to write ten dialogue lines (four for neutral and
two each for happy, sad, and angry initial emotions). We paid
each of the crowdworkers approximately $250 as compensation. We also started 12 microtasks (four each for happy, sad,
and angry initial emotions) for creating the short-dialogue lines
and recruited 100 crowdworkers (with overlap per task) for each
microtask. We paid each of the crowdworkers approximately
$0.45 as compensation. As a result of our screening, we obtained 720 short-dialogue lines.

3 We extracted the student persona information conceived by the
writers of dialogue lines from the crowdsourcing outcomes and described them in “dialog.xml,” which is stored in each long dialogue
directory.

4 https://www.lancers.jp/
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Table 4: List of existing Japanese dialogue speech corpora
Corpus
CSJ [20]
Chiba3Party [21]
UUDB [22]
OGVC [23]
NICT-VADC [24]
STUDIES (ours)

Dialogue type
Interview/task-oriented/chitchat
Chitchat
Task-oriented
Voice chat while playing game
Task-oriented
Empathetic

Open-source
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 5: Number of dialogues in training/validation/evaluation
sets of STUDIES corpus we split. The number in parentheses
means the number of utterances by the teacher
600
60
60

Short
(1,200)
(120)
(120)

3.2. Corpus specification

6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
0.4

(4) # of moras

3.3. Comparison with existing corpora

Angry

Sad

(a) Conditioned by
(b) Conditioned by
speaker's emotion label interlocutor's emotion label

0.0
10
5

200
100
0

Male Teacher Female
student
student

Speaker

Table 4 lists existing Japanese dialogue speech corpora that can
be used for the development of dialogue speech synthesis. Our
STUDIES corpus advocates a new task called “empathetic dialogue speech synthesis,” which aims to synthesize speech that is
empathetic with the interlocutor by considering his/her emotion
in mind. In addition, the amount of data per speaker in our corpus exceeds one hour, which are larger than existing emotionlabeled dialogue speech corpora such as UUDB [22], JTES [25]
and OGVC [23].

Happy

Emotion label
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

0.2

(3) Energy std

Table 2 shows the number of utterances per subset of the STUDIES corpus. The total amount of data was about 5 hours for the
teacher (about 4.3 hours excluding the ITA subset, phonetically
balanced open-source sentences [19]), and about 8.2 hours for
the entire corpus.
Table 3 shows the number of utterances per emotion label.
The number of utterances for each emotion label of the students
is generally balanced, as the results of situation-grounded chat
dialogue collection. In addition, the majority of the teacher’s
utterances were of the neutral emotion and the number of angry
utterances was extremely small. This trend is natural because
empathy is different from sympathy, where a speaker’s feelings
are shared with another person (i.e., identification), as explained
in Section 1.

(1) LogF0 mean

126
12
12

Long
(1,743)
(91)
(91)

# of speakers
1,417
36
14
17
1
3

Neutral

(2) LogF0 std

Set
Training
Validation
Evaluation

Dur [hour]
660
2
2
14
7
8

Male Teacher Female
student
student

Speaker

Figure 1: Prosodic feature statistics of STUDIES corpus.
dialogue speech can be predicted if the interlocutor’s emotion
can be estimated. Second, the standard deviations of log F0
and energy (Figs. 1(2b)–(3b)) get smaller and larger than those
as shown in Figs. 1(2a)–(3a) when the student’s emotions are
angry and sad, respectively. This is the opposite of the results
obtained when the teacher’s emotion labels were used for aggregating the calculated results (Figs. 1(2a)–(3a)), which indicates
that empathy is actually a different concept from sympathy. Finally, the number of moras per utterance (Fig. 1(4b)) tends to
become large when the student is feeling negative (i.e., angry
or sad). These results suggest that the use of the interlocutor’s
emotion label alone is insufficient to reproduce the variability of
prosodic features in the empathetic dialogue speech synthesis,
and that rich additional information, such as the context of the
dialogue, may be necessary.

3.4. Analysis of prosodic features
To analyze the prosodic features of the empathetic dialogues,
we calculated the mean and standard deviation (std) of the log
F0 , std of energy, and the number of moras per utterance. We
used WORLD [26, 27] for the F0 analysis.
Figure 1 shows the violin plot of the prosodic feature statistics. Here, columns (a) and (b) in this figure refer to the cases
where the statistics were aggregated using the speaker’s current emotion label and the interlocutor’s last one, respectively.
The former is aggregated on the basis of the emotion of the utterance itself, as in normal speech emotion, while the latter is
considered to be the results aggregated as a response to the interlocutor. Rows (1)–(4) in this figure indicate each statistics.
From the results shown in Fig. 1, we can observe the following three trends in the prosodic features of the teacher’s empathetic dialogue speech. First, the mean of log F0 (Fig. 1(1b))
does not differ in general trend from the result aggregated by
the teacher’s own emotion label (Fig. 1(1a)). This result suggests that the rough trends in prosodic features of empathetic

4. TTS Experiment
4.1. Experimental conditions
We built the voice agent of the teacher in our STUDIES corpus
and evaluated how natural the agent’s voice was. We split the
teacher’s speech data into the long/short dialogue subsets for
training, validation, and evaluation sets as shown in Table 5.
We divided the validation and evaluation so that the gender of
the students and three initial emotions (happy, angry, and sad)
were balanced. We used all 724 utterances in the ITA subset as
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Table 6: Results of MOS tests on speech naturalness with their
95% confidence intervals. Bold scores are significantly higher
than those of “FS2” (p < 0.05)
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Figure 2: Information used in the TTS experiment. The groundtruth dialogue history (text and emotion labels) is fed into the
CCE to extract conversational context embedding. The emotion
labels are converted to emotion embeddings through a trainable
lookup embedding table.
training data. We downsampled the speech data to 22,050 Hz.
We used FastSpeech 2 [28] as the acoustic model for neural TTS, with the PyTorch implementation for Japanese TTS5 .
We followed the settings of a deep neural network (DNN) architecture and speech parameter extraction of this implementation. We used the WORLD vocoder [26, 27] to estimate F0 .
We modified the variance adaptors to predict the speech features averaged over phonemes, referring to FastPitch [29] for
stable training and higher synthetic speech quality. The optimization algorithm was Adam [30] with an initial learning rate
η of 0.0625, β1 of 0.9, and β2 of 0.98.
We used the HiFi-GAN vocoder [31] for speech waveform
generation. We first pretrained HiFi-GAN using the JSUT corpus [32] with 100 epochs. We then fine-tuned it by using the
same training data as that for FastSpeech 2 (shown in Table 5)
with 200 epochs. The optimization algorithm was Adam with
an initial learning rate η of 0.0003, β1 of 0.8, and β2 of 0.99.
We compared the following six models in this experiment:
• FS2: Original FastSpeech 2 [28]
• FS2 T-EMO: FS2 conditioned by emotion label of the
teacher’s current utterance
• FS2 S-EMO: FS2 conditioned by emotion label of
male/female student’s last utterance
• FS2 CCE: FS2 with conversational context encoder
(CCE) [33]
• FS2 CCE T-EMO: FS2 CCE conditioned by emotion label
of the teacher’s current utterance
• FS2 CCE S-EMO: FS2 CCE conditioned by emotion label
of male/female student’s last utterance
Figure 2 illustrates these methods. The CCE extracts a conversational context embedding from joint vectors of emotion
embedding sequences through a trainable lookup table and sentence embedding sequences obtained by using BERT [34] pretrained by Japanese text data6 . We used a publicly available
PyTorch implementation of the CCE7 and modified it to extract
256-dimensional context embeddings from the sentence embeddings of up to ten previous utterances in one dialogue. In addition to the six models, we also compared “Reconst.” (i.e.,
analysis-synthesized speech by using the HiFi-GAN vocoder).

Utterance-level
4.08±0.09
3.42±0.10
3.43±0.10
3.38±0.10
3.32±0.10
3.38±0.10
3.43±0.10

Dialogue-level
4.33±0.08
3.20±0.11
3.38±0.11
3.29±0.11
3.37±0.10
3.34±0.10
3.41±0.11

of 1 (“very unnatural”) to 5 (“very natural”). We recruited 100
listeners using our crowdsourcing subjective evaluation system,
and we collected 3,500 answers.
We also conducted a five-scaled MOS test on dialogue-level
naturalness of synthetic speech to investigate what kind of information is critical for reproducing the teacher’s empathetic
speech. We presented listeners with 35 dialogue speech samples
taken from the short-dialogue lines, which consisted of two natural speech samples of a male/female student and two synthetic
speech samples of the teacher generated by each of the seven
methods (six models and “Reconst.”) in random order. We also
presented listeners with the dialogue purpose (see Section 2.1)
and asked them to evaluate the teacher’s voice regarding the
naturalness as a response to the student. We did not limit the
number of times the listeners could listen to the sample, but we
instructed them to listen intently to all four voices in a presented
dialogue. We recruited 100 listeners using our crowdsourcing
subjective evaluation system, and we collected 3,500 answers.
Table 6 shows the evaluation results. From the results of
the utterance-level naturalness evaluation, there was no significant difference between the MOSs of the six TTS models, and
only “Reconst.” achieved a MOS higher than 4. From the results of the dialogue-level naturalness evaluation, three models,
“FS2 T-EMO,” “FS2 CCE,” and “FS2 CCE S-EMO,” achieved
a MOS significantly higher than “FS2.” These results suggest
that high-quality empathetic dialogue speech synthesis can be
achieved when the emotion label of the speaker or the text information of the dialogue history is available. Furthermore,
even if the speaker’s emotion label is unavailable, natural empathetic dialogue speech synthesis can be achieved by combining the interlocutor’s emotion label with the dialogue history
information. The speech samples used in the subjective evaluations are available at http://sython.org/Corpus/
STUDIES/demo_STUDIES.html.

5. Conclusion
We introduced the STUDIES corpus, which we newly constructed to advance friendly TTS technologies. We described
our methodology to construct an empathetic dialogue speech
corpus and conducted a TTS experiment for reproducing an empathetic speaking style. The results demonstrated that the interlocutor’s emotion label and conversational context embedding
produced speech with the same degree of naturalness as that
synthesized by using the speaker’s emotion label. In the future,
we will collect additional empathetic dialogue data and analyze
potential bias of our corpus. We also plan to conduct human
study using our empathetic dialogue TTS system.

4.2. Subjective evaluations
We conducted a five-scaled mean opinion score (MOS) test on
utterance-level naturalness of synthetic speech. We presented
35 synthetic speech samples to listeners in random order. Listeners rated the naturalness of each speech sample from degrees
5 https://github.com/Wataru-Nakata/
FastSpeech2-JSUT
6 https://huggingface.co/colorfulscoop/
sbert-base-ja
7 https://github.com/keonlee9420/
Expressive-FastSpeech2/tree/conversational
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